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It Has Become Obvious Why DeSantis Had
To Run in 2024
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855 561 0500

I stated since Election Day 2020
that Ron DeSantis had no choice
but to run in 2024. All the people
saying he should wait until 2028
are politically naïve.

What are the todays headlines?  
1) DeSantis suspends campaign
to prepare for hurricane
2) Hospitals and colleges are
requiring mask mandates
3) Biden wants money for a new
Covid vax and make it mandatory.

As a sitting governor, DeSantis
has the ability to create news, and
challenge Joe Biden’s policies.
 Once he is out of office, the
media will pay no attention.
As I wrote: while DeSantis was
driving legislation through the
legislature giving him a platform
to run on, his poll numbers
collapsed which they always do
while he is creating solutions to
problems (April 2020/August
2021).

Will it allow him to overtake
Trump? Only if the Trump
supporters realize Trump can’t
win. DeSantis job? ….. show  that
he is good at his job, in case it
becomes clear to Trumper’s, that
they will not be able to  carry him
over the finish line.

Team Trump bitching about the

start date of January 6th trial. This
is why I say he cannot win. He has
no control over his own life. And
it’s only a matter of time until a
judge seriously clips his  wings.

Do not expect the Supreme Court
to get involved with how the
judges restrict Trump while he is
out on bail on his 4
indictments. Being a: “Candidate
up in the polls,” confers no legal
status.

Republicans this week passed a
great border resolution. This
reminds me of all the Republican
votes to repeal Obamacare, finally
there was a vote that counted, and
it failed.

I keep getting asked:“When did I
jump off the Trump train?”August
2020 we discovered the extent of
the ballot harvesting and vote by
mail which made Trump’s
assumptions meaningless. Trump
did not have anyone from his
campaign coordinating with the
volunteers on the ground. That is
why he lost.

What about the allegations of
cheating? There is truth to some
of it, but he  surrounded himself
with bad consultants who kept
telling him what he wanted to
hear.

When I ask Trump supporters
how Trump will win the general
election?  The response usually
includes that he had no chance in
2016. Reality?......In 2016 Donald
Trump was the only Republican
with a path to 270.

Rush Limbaugh would go through
the polls and explain how each
and every poll undercounted
Republicans and Trump was
doing very well.  There was only a
3 point differential before the
P#ssy tape according to RCP.

According to IBD predictions
Trump caught up to Hillary on
November 3 and surpassed her on
November 5th and was projected
to win by 2 points.
 

If I ask you to make a case for
Trump, do not reply that he had no
chance in 2016. Approximately
November 1, based on a deep dive
on the polling data and early
voting numbers, I predicted
Trump’s electoral landslide.
So you want to tell me that I’m
wrong, please put some numbers
behind it including 270.

Very scary……very  few
Republicans have any idea what
270 means? I won’t do your
homework, Google “electoral
votes.”

Some of the Trump supporter’s
Facebook posts:

"Let’s change the voting machines
before election day." I asked how
they planned on accomplishing
this, and I am told that Trump has
it figured out.

Some  Trumper’s I totally do not
undertstand: “Donald Trump is
currently the president. He is in
control of the military.” Someone
please explain this to me?

A word about the debate. It went
down just as expected. No one
blew themselves up or broke away
from the pack. When people say
that none of the candidates are
ready for prime time. That is the
purpose of a series of debates.
The  first debate is like AA
baseball. They are working
themselves up the political ladder.
Within a week almost nothing is
remembered without a Dan Quayle
or Ronald Reagan moment.

I’m hearing how happy the
Trumper’s are, because they can
issue subpoenas and prove the
election fraud during the criminal
trials. 

Not happening…..Let’s assume
2000 Mules is 100% correct, and
harvested ballots were delivered
illegally.  There is no provision for
throwing out the vote as result of
the harvesting, which means the
judge will most likely limit the
subpoenas and testimony.

The mayor of LA does not blame
the retail theft crisis on the
thieves. She blames:“profit.“ You
do not know this because the
media was busy talking about
Trump.

Stop basing political predictions
on one poll. Polls show 70% of
Americans believe the charges
against Trump are politically
motivated.

As result, Trump supporters state
that there will be huge protests in
the street if Trump is convicted
due to the outrage of the 70%.

They missed the other poll:  63%
are happy that Trump is on trial
and believe he is guilty.

I’m seeing a lot of articles stating
that Trump charges are backfiring.
No, they are not.   They are
designed to:
1) Make sure Trump is the
Republican nominee.
2) Make it impossible for Trump to
win the general election.

Anyone have a poll showing that
indictments pull NPA’s toward
voting for Trump ?

Alan’s Meme of the Week:
Being a cop is essentially dealing
with people being mad at you for
the decisions THEY made.
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